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To Find Fabric and Patterns in this edition. 

 

Visit the Casual Elegance website … www.casualelegancefabric.com 

 

1. Click on Fabric or patterns. 

2.  Click on a  Collection 

3.  Refer to general fabric and pattern categories listed for other products. 

 

 ALL pattern references are EXCUSIVELY Loes Hinse Design and Studio patterns. 
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Zucchini blossoms                    

in Loes’ garden. 
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It is more than just the name of our email publication! 

 

 ...  integrating Loes Hinse’s patterns and Casual Elegance fabric 

 ...  integrating Loes’ clothing philosopy, design, and color 

 

 

MOTIVATION 

Mix patterns and fabric 

 

“The Look,” gives you a peek at Loes’ actual garments hanging in her Studio.                    

You see how she uses fabric and her patterns to create each garment featured.                                               

Her mixes of coordinated garments are inspiring and unique. 

 

INFORMATION 

Pattern and fabric used for each garment 

 

Using one of Loes’ timeless designs—either from her Design Pattern Line or her Studio       

Pattern Line, you see how she uses her patterns incorporating fabric choices to create        

the garments in her Studio.  

  

PATTERNS 

All patterns in, “The Look.” are exclusively 

Loes Hinse Design and Loes Hinse Studio patterns. 

 

FABRIC 

All fabric in, “The Look,” is exclusively chosen by Loes. She orders fabric for her own use to 

create the garments in her Studio. As much as possible (sometimes there isn’t enough fabric 

for both), she orders duplicate fabric for Casual Elegance                                                                   

enabling the home sewer to duplicate her garments. 

What is …  “THE LOOK?” 
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Loes Hinse’s newest Jacket Pattern … now available! 

Get your copy on the Casual Elegance website 

ANDALUSIAN 

JACKET 

NO. 1013 

LOES HINSE STUDIO  

Description – This is a slim fitting jacket. Has 2 views:  View A has front and neckline facing and long sleeves. View B has 

front folded under facing and 3/4  length sleeves. Both views have side shaping. Front has 2 pieces joined on an angle. 

Back is joined to a curved bottom panel.  

Suggested  Fabrics – View A & B: All drapey wovens, knits, velvets, and laces. 

Notions – View A and B:  Optional button(s) or snap(s) closure.  Photo has 3 buttons. View A has small shoulder pads, 5” of 

Velcro. View B has optional shoulder pads. 

 View A     View B 
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Raising the neckline on Andalusian Jacket Pattern 

 

Loes has been asked … “Can I raise the Andalusian neckline?” 

 

Loes’ response … “Yes!” 

 

Below are her two drawings indicating how to do this.  

This basic idea is useable on other jacket patterns as well. 

 

 

 

View A View B 
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  Loes … 

Artist 

  Architect 

   Designer 

 

 

 

 

We have said it before, “Loes is more than a designer.”  She is an artist incorporating architec-

tural geometric angles. Her designs evolve from a concept and a shape. Sometimes, the angle 

is smaller at the top and wider at the bottom. An example would be her Hepburn Pant pattern 

with its wider legs. The Oxford could also be an example of this concept.  To emphasize the 

angle pointing downward to the fuller bottom, the top garment remains smaller—more fitted 

and shorter in length. The opposite would be true with the Ascona Pant pattern with its nar-

rower legs. Then a design such as the Mediterranean Top pattern, has the focus on the wider 

and longer top and a narrow leg on bottom. Or a longer Bianca (short or long sleeve) ending 

below the crotch (keeps the angle straight) line worn over cropped Hepburns completing the 

intended shape/design line with a straight line on top moving out with a “V” pointing to hem 

line. Often Loes showcases a chiffon jacket or one made from “mesh” fabric. This brings the 

focus and garment interest upward. All of her approach to garments and putting them togeth-

er is based on angles. Once she has her basic concept/shape in mind, Loes experiments with 

small changes until she has her intended geometric shape.  

The changes needed to fine tune the shape and fit of any pattern making are huge. Sometimes 

this transpires over a long period of time. Such is the case with the new Andalusian Jacket. 

Loes went way beyond “going the extra mile” working on this pattern!  The Andalusian took  

several months of her working on this design perfecting fit details while not losing her intended 

geometric lines. This included her sewing over 25 jackets in the process. During this time, an 

early version was introduced at two seminars where attendees could trace and sew the jacket. 

In addition, Sharon made multiple jackets each incorporating different fitting changes during 

the process. Finally after all this fine tuning, Loes said, “This is it! This is the intended jacket.” 

Now it is going to publication. 

As evidence of the Andalusian Jacket process, not only does Loes insist her patterns work for 

the home sewer, Loes’ vision is to maintain her classic look. This can change over time, but 

never includes drastic changes. Not stuck in a rut, her new designs mirror fashion trends while 

still maintaining her defined style. Never does she lose her focus—classic designs adaptable to 

different bodies and different personalities.  
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Loes at 

her Carmel Sewing                

Seminars  

 

View of the Pacific 

Ocean from hotel       

balcony where seminar 

takes place 

 

 

Each of Loes’ seminars is uniquely different.  The intent for each and every seminar is for the 

attendees to learn about Loes’ techniques and philosophy and how this is the vital part of what 

she does. You have heard before—without learning how she does her ‘thing’, you have missed 

an important element—her sometimes unconventional way of constructing garments, her color 

grouping of garments, and the uniqueness of her creativity. Over and over at the seminars, she 

demonstrates how she constructs garments. Little tidbits like finishing the top of center fronts 

of jackets, which way and when to serge around garment cut edges. Directional serging and 

topstitching has a definite effect on how the garment hangs on your body. She shows how this 

is done—where to start and end and why. These unique techniques never quit.  

It doesn’t stop with learning techniques. Loes is not a sewing teacher. She does not have a 

structured agenda.  What she does have to share is herself—how and why she creates her de-

signs. We talked earlier in this edition about her being a geometric designer. That she is. It is 

apparent at the seminars. And there you learn what geometric shapes and designs work for 

your body.  Not every pattern works for every person. With her observations and suggestions, 

you quickly learn what you need to create—which garments work best for you. And if some fit-

ting adjustments are needed, she is there to steer you in the right direction. 

However, it is not all about construction. As quickly observed in her Studio during the begin-

ning Friday night Get Acquainted Event and again on Saturday morning, you experience a 

sense of awe. Here you see garments constructed using her techniques, fabrics chosen for their 

color and texture, and her ability to put it all together. Gorgeous garments (all made from her 

patterns) are displayed in wearable combinations that quickly give you a sense of the beauty 

and simplicity of her designs. Grouped into matching combinations, you see how her color phi-

losophy works. Her colors used often are what she refers to as complex colors. Gray may not 

just be gray. That gray will have gray, and or tan, and or brown, and or green, and or blue. 

One of those subdued colors is often used as the “ matching garment” in a group. It evolves 

into incredible, sophisticated yet casual combinations.  

And speaking of sophisticated yet casual, some seminar attendees need a professional ward-

robe while other need a casual one. You will learn the patterns are adaptable for various per-

sonal environments.  

 

Let’s check out Loes’ Studio on the next page! 
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It all begins Friday night—the       

beginning of each seminar at        

Loes’ Studio. 

 

 

 

 

Walk in the door …                         

to  your right …                                      

windows with a beautiful          

garment display. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking to your left …       

a table setting the stage 

for Loes’ accessories. 

 

You begin in earnest      

taking it all in! 
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Saturday you seriously 

begin checking out the 

racks of garments … 

every one of them           

Loes’ creations. 

 

 

  You try on 

garments.                            

  

 

                     

You ask Loes,              

    “Does this 

work for me?                                   

     Do you have 

this in my size?               

Is this the size I 

should wear?” 

    

 Then you decide                               

 “I want to get 

 fabric and make 

these garments at 

 the seminar.” 

 

 

 And so the    

excitement builds.

                

   

 

 

You want garments that look             

 just like these hanging      

  in your closet! 
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Bianca Top, Loes Hinse Design 

Ivory Sweater w/black knit 

scarf (any black knit)   Bianca Top, Loes Hinse Design 

Black Rib knit w/knit scarf      

(any black knit) 

Barcelona Jacket pattern coat 

length in Olive rib knit 

Bianca in black rayon jersey  

Pants in gray tweed  (multiple 

shades of gray—wear this tweed 

with EVERYTHING! 

Bianca, Loes Hinse Design 

w/matching scarf  Black/ivory w/gold     

thread knit 

Rust Rayon BlendMadagascar 

Tank Top 

w/matching scarf 

Black microfiber pants 

Make a pair of matching rust 

pants! Great basic to wear 

with jacket, cardigan, etc. 

OR Same Olive rib knit in a Bianca Top pattern 

Same gray tweed pants. 

Some garments off the racks 
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Saturday after lunch, you are ready to launch into creating your garments. 

With a maximum of ten attendees, it quickly becomes a very busy place. Everyone retreats to 

their spot where they have previously set up their machines, etc.  Machines are turned on. 

Sewing supplies are put into action. In addition to fabric, patterns and specialized notions all 

available to purchase, there are cutting tables and patterns for some of Loes’ recent garment 

creations not published hanging on racks—an option for attendees to copy and create. It all 

springs into action.  

Countless times Loes announces she is ready to demo a certain topic. Questions are addressed 

during the next few days. Loes responds. Sometimes her response is solely for a single per-

son’s benefit depending on the topic. More often than not, Loes will point out to the group how 

the answer may interest them. And so the entire group gets involved.  

The activity continues—some arising early in the morning to sew. Some staying late. Morning, 

noon, and night—it is a hub of activity. 
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A few words sum up Loes’ intent for her seminars. 
 

REVIEW Loes reviews her techniques and what you need to know.  

REFLECT Reflect on what you have learned and apply that to your sewing creations. Think 

  about changes you need to make. Am I putting into practice what I have  

  learned? 

RENEW Once again you can incorporate those ‘things’ into your sewing and lifestyle. 

 

 

Loes has an ability to quickly observe and assess             

people and their needs. 

 

PERSONALITY Loes is quick to help you incorporate your uniqueness into your clothing 

   needs. Your wardrobe should reflect your unique personality. This in- 

   cludes everything you wear—style and color of garments and accessories. 

 

SHAPE  You have a unique shape. That shape dictates what garment designs look 

   best on you.    

 

PROPORTION Along with body shape is proportion. Each clothing item worn needs to 

   be in the right proportion to other clothing being worn. Example: A long, 

   wider top looks good with narrow pant legs. Again, this is a   

   personal thing and needs to be incorporated into your “uniqueness.”  

             It is all about what looks best on you—not the person next to you.  
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THE BIANCA TOP PATTERN, LOES HINSE DESIGN 

 

 

Visiting Loes’ Studio, you will quickly see lot’s of 

Bianca tops. This pattern is used by Loes more 

than any other of her top patterns because it is a 

basic that works for a broad range of bodies. 

 

Lately, someone asked, “Can I change the    

neckline on the Bianca?” 

 

Yes you can! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are including Loes’ drawing for all of those interest-

ed in changing the neckline. The same principle works 

for her other top patterns.  

 

 Dotted line represents original neckline. 

 Solid line is the new slightly lower neckline. 

 

 

Fabric in above Bianca is Tan Textured 

with Horizontal Texture Knit  

Pants are black microfiber  

Fabric and pattern on Casual Elegance website 

Most knits work for the Bianca top. 

Center Front  

Shoulder 
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TIMELESS DESIGN! 

 

       A great example... 

   

           Garbo Jacket,                      

         Loes Hinse Design 

 

 

This gorgeous, couture fabric, somehow 

got lost in the shuffle. 

 

It is now out front and center!! 

 And just for you …                     

   sale priced at $18/yd. 

 

LIMITED YARDAGE AVAILABLE 

 

Really great new pant fabrics!  Make fabulous pants—pattern of your choice. 

 

  

 

If you missed  

this in June,  

here is another chance.  

Gray Tweed (multiple 

shades—rayon blend) 

This is fabulous and 

goes with everything 

Black with hint of   

gray  poly 

 

Black/Gray Poly 

Rust Rayon  

See tank top 

On page  8. 

Make a matched 

Set! 

Brown rayon w/

lycra 

Light weight—great 

for warm weather 

and full 

Brown (dark) 

blend with hint of 

wool 
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We often hear the term, “Bucket List.”  

 

On your list, enter—attending one of Loes’ Carmel         

sewing seminars in Carmel, California. There you will see 

first hand what her concept is all about. There you see in 

person her techniques as applied to her patterns. There you 

get personal consultation—your body shape, your skin 

color, your  personality—ALL of which is who you are.  

Understanding Loes’ design philosophy of simplicity and 

classic lines and looking at the myriad of patterns she has 

designed, it is time to translate those designs into          

    your wardrobe.   

 

2016 Dates 

March 4-8 and 18-22 

October 7-11 and 21-25 

 

©  2015    The Look is written and published by Loes Hinse and Sharon Lyon.  

Loes Hinse Studio, Loes Hinse 

San Carlos Square, between 5th & 6th on San Carlos St. 

P.O. Box 93921 

Carmel, CA  92921 

P    831.620.1060 

Casual Elegance, Sharon Lyon 

P.O. Box 6453 

Chico, CA  95927 

P  530.343.6838    E      info@casualelegancefabric.com     

F  530.894.5321    W    casualelegancefabric.com 

 

 

All fabric and pattern references  are found on the Casual Elegance website. 

 

Loes’ pattern designs, each with their intended geometric lines can be yours. 

You can trust they have passed her tests!  

Now, celebrate who YOU are!   

Revel in the fact that you are not just like someone else.  

Express yourself in your garments and garment combinations.  

Different garment shapes work differently for different people.  

Think about your body and the shapes that work for you.  

Don’t waste YOUR time trying to duplicate what works for someone else. They are not YOU! 


